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supply chain in a world-class fashion.
Were we to not have that expertise and
those people operating in this incredible
team environment, we wouldn’t be competitive. We wouldn’t be able to get our
products to market competitively. We
have our people doing it with
I’ve had the good fortune of participating Saskatchewan values intact, and they’re
in the Canadian mining industry and for creative and innovative and that leads to
20 years I’ve worked with quite competi- competitiveness.
tive companies and industries. We are
quite blessed here in Saskatchewan in Being from Saskatchewan, how has it
terms of mineral endowments. You very been being a part of the mining industry
quickly realize that your competitive posi- all these years? Was it always your goal
tion is only as good as the people you sur- to remain close to home?
round yourself with. In terms of greatest Yes and no. In the 1990s I was a mechanical
lessons, maybe it’s obvious for a lot of peo- engineer working at the uranium mines. I
ple, but for me it’s reaching the under- was doing my MBA at night and my wife,
standing that while you can have all these who was a medical resident, got a residency
wonderful assets, they’re only as good as in Calgary. I left the uranium industry for
the people you have around you. This about five years to go to Calgary with her.
mining business is all about the people. Eventually there was an opportunity in the
I’ve been incredibly fortunate for my entire uranium industry so I came back here, but
career to be working with such unbeliev- it was really not by design. Coming back
able people here in Saskatchewan.
here has been a great opportunity for me
and Saskatoon is our home. My wife and I
have lived in Saskatoon longer than anyAnd how have you noticed the people
around you impacting business so far
where else on the planet. It’s our home and
at Canpotex?
we’re happy here.
[Laughs] I have so many examples to give!
Here we are in the most landlocked loca- Now that you’ve been in your new
tion on earth basically, and we are getting position at Canpotex for a few months,
10 to 11 million tonnes [of product] from what can you tell us about being CEO of
rail to port to ocean-bearing vessels, going one of our province’s biggest companies?
to far-flung ports around the world. We Was there anything you weren’t
have this concentration of expertise here expecting?
in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, of some of It’s probably a little bit shameful to say,
the best people in the world executing that but even at the time I accepted the posiWith over 20 years of industrial
experience and three degrees from the
University of Saskatchewan, it seems you
are well prepared for your new position
as president and CEO of Canpotex. What
would you say has been the greatest
lesson you’ve learned along the way?

by Cassi Smith

tion, I didn’t have a full appreciation for
the scale of Canpotex’s business and operations. To come here and gain appreciation for the 10 to 11 million tonnes we’re
sending out of landlocked Saskatchewan
to the various corners of the planet –
what that all means has been a lot of fun
and really eye-opening.
That sounds like a massive system.
Can you put that in perspective?

To break it down, every year, we have
100,000 railcars full of potash that go from
the prairies to North American ports to
225 vessels hitting the waters going to
every corner of the planet. We sell to 34
countries. We are the largest Canadian
exporter to three gargantuan markets –
Brazil, Malaysia and Indonesia and we are
among the top five Canadian exports to 12
other major international markets, including India and South Korea. We sit among
the top levels of all Canadian exports. And
so maybe I should be embarrassed, but
that scale and the importance of Canpotex
to Canada has been a real eye-opener for
me. It’s difficult to imagine and appreciate
the logistics and brainpower required to
move 100,000 railcars out of the province
each year until you actually see it happen.
You had some very kind words to say
regarding Steve Dechka’s leadership.
What is something you have learned
from his time as CEO?

Steve has a number of really incredible
qualities. If you look at the legacy of
Canpotex, they’ve been doing this for 43
Saskatchewan Mining Journal
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Partnership At Work
e NRT ﬂeet is on the roll,
safely and professionally
navigating equipment across
a vast and challenging terrain.
We meet the transportation
needs of the industry giants,
hauling propane, cement, lime,
fertilizer, acid, molten sulphur,
fuel, groceries, general freight,
explosives, construction
material, mining machinery,
and equipment.
With specialized equipment
including low beds, winch
trucks and in-house piloting
services, we are experts at
moving over-dimensional
and heavy-haul loads.
Saskatoon Office
P: (306) 933-3010
F: (306) 242-3156
E: nrtinquiry@nrtlp.com
La Ronge Training Center
P: (306) 425-2148
F: (306) 425-5311
E: nrttrainingcenter@sasktel.net

www. nr tlp.com
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If we look at the long-term picture
for Canpotex, for potash,
for our shareholders –
it’s a good picture.
years now, and strong relationships have
been built by this Saskatchewan-based
company. I have been travelling to every
corner of the planet for the better part of
15 years now, so I believe I have an appreciation for what it means to create longterm relationships in these offshore
markets. Steve has a particular gift for that.
You can see it in the business, but you can
also see it at the time of his retirement, the
loyalty he has created among our customer
base and the respect and admiration is
really, really deep. During the course of his
career, he did a world-class job of going out
and developing our international markets.
And how might your leadership differ
from or mirror his?

In the meantime, we find ourselves
with shorter-term challenges which all
commodities face. Today, one of the challenges we’re facing in near-term headways is that of foreign exchange rates.
Can you give an example?

Brazil is a great example. While we sell in
US dollars, some of our customers are buying in US dollars, yet their local currency
has devalued against the US dollar in an
absolutely incredible way. The Brazilian
real has devalued so much so, that while
potash prices in US dollars are lower, when
they use the real to buy it, the devaluation
is so significant that in Brazilian currency
terms, they are paying some of the highest
potash prices in our markets.
We’re also in a highly-competitive industry. Some of our competitors in places like
Russia and Belarus, are selling in US dollars
but are producing in rubles, which has
devalued so much that the cost of production has gone down in US dollar terms at
an incredible rate. They’re experiencing this
huge benefit in the devaluation in terms of
US dollars and making them much more
competitive in the potash market.

We are going to build off the legacy Steve
has left behind and I’m going to borrow
from some of my previous experiences in
different commodities. We have an opportunity to meet the growing complexity in
our markets with growing sophistication
here at Canpotex. There are a few ways we
can go about that. Frankly, take some of
the challenges we face and turn them into
opportunities or at least something that
can continue to position Canpotex for the
long term.
How will Canpotex meet these challenges?
For our part, in these challenging times,
So what is the largest obstacle you
we will seek to, to the benefit of our shareexpect to face this coming year?
holders, control the things we can control.
Our coming obstacles are all a part of the That will be for one, our own costs. If you
changing nature of our business. If we look look at the supply chain, we spend
at the long-term picture for Canpotex, for approximately one billion dollars every
potash, for our shareholders – it’s a good year. We’re looking to manage those costs
picture. The world population continues in the most efficient way. We will also be
to grow, and with it comes growth in food approaching the markets in the way we
demand. With the increase in the demand have approached them in the past. We will
for food comes the increase in demand for continue to compete head-on with our
potash. Here at Canpotex, we need to take competitors – we have over eight of them
a very long-term view of the world and in the market – while achieving maxithat’s what we’re doing.
mum returns for our shareholders.

With recent layoffs at Mosaic and
production halts at PotashCorp mines,
what can we expect from Canpotex?
Are these signs of trouble ahead?

At Canpotex, we’re built for a commodity cycle. We built ourselves to be flexible
so when production is ramped up we can
absolutely manage that. We have the rail
and port and ship capacity to do so.
When supply is not as significant as previous years, we’re flexible to cope with
that as well. That’s the way we view movements in the market. We know it’s going
to happen to us; we know it given that
we’re in the commodity business.
With new players poised to come on
stream within the next few years, what
might this mean for Canpotex and the
market as a whole?

For the time that we’ve existed and for the
time that we will exist, we’ll be in a very
competitive market. We will meet that
competition head-on. If you look at how
we’ve built our infrastructure and our capabilities and our customer base, then it gives
us some confidence that we’re going to
compete and compete head-on. Is it going
to be easy? No. Additional competitors will
make the landscape that much more competitive but they will find us to be a very
challenging and formidable presence.
Anything else you would like to mention?

We’re quite proud of what we do here at
Canpotex. I’ve only been here four
months and I’m a very proud Canpotex
employee. I’m proud that we’re a worldclass business and proud that we are contributing to food security. It feels pretty
good. I have four children and I don’t
mind telling them the kind of company
I’m a part of and the things that we do. It’s
definitely a source of pride. n
Saskatchewan Mining Journal
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Proudly Serving the Mining Industry
for over 45 Years
“Safety is No Accident”

• General Construction

• Underground Construction

• Strategic Planning/Scheduling

• Shutdowns

• Startup/Commissioning

• Cost Eﬀective

• Dismantling/Relocation

• Teamwork Approach

307 103rd Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7N 1Y9
Phone 306.955.0554 Fax 306.955.5987 www.altoconstruct.com
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Large Shops 60,000 sq.ft.
Yard Space 40 acres
Cranes and forklifts on site

YO U R D ATA
SAFE, SECURE, MANAGED

D ATA C E N T R E S E R V I C E S
Protect your data and applications in one of our SaskTel Data
Centres. Whether it’s a secure environment to house your servers,
or a full spectrum of management, backup, and IT services, we’ll
help you with your IT infrastructure so you can focus on what
really matters—your customers.
• Colocation
• Managed Hosting
• New Tier III Data Centre opening 2016, in Saskatoon

sasktel.com/business

RIC’S RADIATOR
& INDUSTRIAL

(2013)

Sales & Repair, Recoring of Radiators,
Charge Air Coolers, Condensers,
Heater Cores, Oil Coolers, Fuel Tank
and Accessories for…
> HEAVY DUTY TRUCK
& HIGHWAY APPLICATIONS
> HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
APPLICATIONS
> COMBINE & TRACTOR APPLICATIONS
> DOZER & FRONT END LOADER
APPLICATIONS
> ANY YEAR, ANY MAKE, AND MODEL
– Building new complete radiators to change
over aluminum automotive core radiator to
Copper and Brass Industrial Core Radiators
– Building new complete custom radiators
for easy core clean-out and extra cooling
capacity
– Fuel Tank and Oil Tank repair on Steel
and Aluminum
– Stick, Tig, Mig, Acetylene welding
– Custom Build Fuel Tank and Oil Tank
to your specification

Each year the
Saskatchewan
Workers’
Compensation
Board receives
more than 3,500
reports of eye
injuries. The
Saskatchewan
Association of
Optometrists’
Occupational
Vision Care
program goal
is to eliminate
these injuries.

Call Kevin Today!
Second generation in the radiator industry

470 River Street West, Moose Jaw, SK

306-692-1115
Fax: 306-691-5122
www.ricsradiator.com

Let Us
Protect
Your Sight

• quality safety
eyewear for
every employee
• Industry Safety
Standard
approved
products

• cost
effectiveness
for companies
and employees
• experienced
eye health
professionals

• ease of
administration

OCCUPATIONAL
VISION
CARE
PROGRAM
™ used under license.

www.optometrists.sk.ca
darren@optometrists.sk.ca
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TRACKING
THE TRENDS
BY CASSI SMITH

W I T H O V E R 2 2 0 , 0 0 0 P R O F E S S I O N A L S AT

member firms in over 135 countries and territories,
Deloitte offers trusted advice and top-quality information on a variety of sectors and industries around the
globe. Each year, Deloitte’s worldwide network of mining and business experts compile a report predicting
the most prevalent and pressing issues facing the industry. The 50-some-page report dissects global market
trends, economic patterns, emerging industry innovation and relevant influences on the mining world to
give miners and investors in-depth and precise advice
for the coming year.
This year, the Saskatchewan Mining Journal worked
with Phil Hopwood, global leader of Deloitte Mining, to
look closely at the 2016 mining trends and narrow them
specifically to our industries here in Saskatchewan.
Hopwood also provides his insight on how to survive
mining’s highs and lows and come out stronger on the
other side.
Saskatchewan Mining Journal
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INNOVATION
Once perhaps perceived as a fad, innovation
is becoming a critical theme for miners.
Solutions once considered unviable or
inapplicable to the industry continue to be
adapted to suit the needs of mining
companies – including the move to replace
diesel with lower carbon fuel sources and
the growing reliance on sensors to monitor
fixed and mobile assets.
Recent innovations include AutoHaul, Rio
Tinto’s autonomous rail system; the VAMOS
(Viable Alternative Mine Operating System)
project, which is exploring a new underwater mining prototype; and EDS (Enhanced
Drill Systems), which rely on high-precision
geolocation systems to provide equipment
operators with continuous navigation and
guidance, increasing the productivity of
blast hole drills.
Yet, despite this dizzying array of
technologies, many miners remain at the
early stages of the adoption curve –
placing a majority of their innovation focus
on technological optimization of old
techniques in a bid to reduce costs or
discover deposits more efficiently. To
evolve, companies need to expand their
innovation focus beyond technology to
also consider new ways to configure and
engage externally.

GOING LEAN
It is no secret that in recent years, mining companies
have been looking for ways to save capital and reduce
costs. With diminishing investments and low commodity prices, many companies have recognized the
lack of room for unessential spending. However, as the
mining sector seems set to remain in its current downcycle, the problem now becomes finding a balance
between cutting costs and driving productivity while
making that balance sustainable.
One suggestion highlighted by Hopwood is drawing
experiences from other industries. Mining is not the
only industry to suffer at the hands of low prices and
dwindling financing, so Deloitte recommends looking
to successful survivors of similar cycles (such as the
automotive industry) for inspiration. By drawing parallels between mining and other industries that have
leaner, streamlined practices, companies can improve
productivity without driving up costs.
Other suggestions to find a sustainable balance can
be as simple as back office outsourcing, operating model
review or supply chain optimization. “Strengthen vendor relationships across the supply chain by co-opting
suppliers into their cost reduction initiatives, setting
shared productivity targets and consolidating suppliers
around particular categories,” (Deloitte, Trends 2016).
Embedding the idea of operational excellence into a
company’s corporate culture can help improve employees’ personal sense of responsibility, ultimately boosting
productivity and decreasing lost-time incidents. This is
a simple and cost-effective way to optimize efficiency
at the ground level.

Source: Tracking the Trends 2016, Deloitte

INNOVATION
Today, a solution to any problem likely includes innovation in some form. As technology capacity increases
exponentially, what was impossible only a few short
years ago, is now common sense. In order for the mining industry to succeed, it needs to find innovative solutions for new problems and improve existing remedies
by way of more efficient technology.
Investing in innovation is critical and the benefits
are seen in every industry, as it improves capability and
efficiency while promoting sustainability. For miners,
it’s time to take a page out of someone else’s book and
start seriously investing in innovation. “There are some
bright spots of innovation in mining,” says Hopwood.
“However, as a sector, mining is not at a very late state
of innovation. Other industries have been driving innovation through the use of technology for years and miners are just getting into it now in a big way.”
Hopwood looks to innovative ideas already being
applied such as replacing diesel with alternative energy
sources and relying on sensors to monitor mobile assets.
Other ideas suggested by Deloitte experts include using
Photo: Canpotex
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THE NEW NORMAL
What is being called the “new normal”
represents a structural change in China
that likely translates into a sustained drop
in commodity demand, driving a natural
drop in prices.
In fact, China, the world’s largest consumer
of industrial commodities, is on track to
realize sub-7 per cent annual growth over
the near term. The country’s purchasing
managers index (PMI) fell to 48.7 in July
2015, signaling a market contraction, while
the Economist Intelligence Unity (EIU)
forecasts declining industrial production
through 2019. As the country’s population
ages, China’s labour force is also expected
to contract.
At the same time, growth in India and
countries across Southeast Asia could
arguably offset slowing demand from
China.
Assuming the necessary institutional,
infrastructure and investment reforms take
place, India’s growth may well eclipse
China’s. The EIU is currently forecasting real
GDP growth in India of roughly 6.4 per cent
over the next decade – almost double the
expected annual growth rate of China over
the same period. By 2030, the country’s
population is expected to overtake China’s,
spurring the need for massive infrastructure
development that could well boost demand
for – and prices of – the commodities
needed to support economic growth.

Source: Tracking the Trends 2016, Deloitte

personal computers and mobile devices to ensure continuous equipment uptime, using cloud-based integrated IT platforms to facilitate collaboration with
suppliers and investing in autonomous technology to
complete increasingly complex tasks and decrease
labour costs. “Drone technology,” adds Hopwood. “If
you wanted to inspect a smoke stack at a refinery, in the
past we would hire a helicopter, which is a huge expense,
to hover over top of the stack to see how it was performing. These days we could just use a drone.”
“Wearables” such as FitBit and Apple Watch can also
help companies increase efficiency and productivity.
These types of technology can help track truck driver
fatigue, which can reduce the likelihood of accidents.
By tracking the whereabouts of miners while on site,
companies can cut down on electrical costs by ventilating, heating or cooling only areas of the mine that are
occupied. Technology can digitize a workforce and
eliminate the gap between management and employees. With bridges of communication established, creativity across an organization has the ability to increase,
creating broader partnerships and cross-industry think
tanks.

WHAT GOES DOWN
MUST COME UP
Miners face a difficult paradox in the near future.
With exploration hitting record lows, if companies
today don’t stake early claims on high-grade assets,
they may be left competing for key reserves once the
markets turn – which Hopwood laments is only a matter of time.
“What people do when they look at potash is, they
look at long term and short term,” says Hopwood. “The
world needs more food. We have increasing populations, people are changing diets, so therefore more fertilizer…however, potash is currently at the lowest price
it’s been for the last five years.” In Saskatchewan, this
translates to particularly tricky times for potash.
As Christopher Lyon, mining leader for Deloitte
Chile puts it: “Big cuts in growth capex and exploration
budgets may have far-reaching consequences for miners. Whilst supply adjustments make sense given current industry fundamentals and price signals, is the
mining sector taking this too far? If the industry does
not find ways to ensure a pipeline of new deposits and
think through the viability of traditional mining methods, it may find itself without a great deal of future
growth optionality.”
In order to combat this, companies need to reduce
costs of exploration by using modular, automated
designs and begin partnering with juniors that potentially hold large, unutilized mining reserves. “The
industry has typically not been good at collaboration,”
says Hopwood, “but it has been getting a lot better.”
Saskatchewan Mining Journal
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DOWN, NOT OUT
Most major energy forecasters agree that
coal will remain a critical component of the
global energy mix for years to come.
According to the U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA), fossil fuels will
continue to supply nearly 80 per cent of
world energy use through 2040. Looking at
electricity alone – which the International
Energy Agency (IEA) says will remain the
fastest-growing final form of energy
worldwide – by 2040, 56 per cent of power
will still come from fossil fuels, with coal
accounting for 30 per cent of the mix.
While coal is predicted to lose market share
to natural gas and renewables, dropping to
roughly 20 per cent of the total global
energy mix by 2040, it is not yet on the way
out. In fact, global demand for coal is
expected to rise to nine billion tons by
2019, growing by an average of 2.1 per cent
per year. Energy shortages in countries
across Africa, Asia and South America –
coupled with an anticipated 40 per cent
spike in global energy use by 2040 – may
also boost demand for fossil fuels.

Source: Tracking the Trends 2016, Deloitte

SHIFTING
GLOBAL ENERGY MIX
“Climate change is here. It’s real.”
As the world finally digests the decades-long environmental cry for a shift to renewable resources, the
mining industry may actually experience real changes
in the global energy mix. Although fossil fuels are
expected to continue to supply nearly 80 per cent of
global energy through to 2040, coal is expected to lose
market share to natural gas and renewables. “There will
be a decline in the use of thermal coal over a number of
years,” says Hopwood, “but fossil fuels are still going to
be a very big component of the energy mix going forward quite a few years.”
Renewables, like nuclear, which is a clean source of
energy, are set to come more into the mix. Nuclear power
usage, specifically, is expected to grow by 60 per cent to
2040, which can mean good things for Saskatchewan’s
uranium sector. “It is forecast that by 2020 there will be
quite a shortage of uranium in the marketplace compared to the demand,” says Hopwood, “so, therefore, one
would expect prices to go up as a result.”
Deloitte suggests that mining companies everywhere
consider diversifying and examining the full range of
market angles when it comes to energy strategies.
Processes may need to change if carbon-pricing reporting becomes mandatory. With opinion calling for a shift
away from fossil fuels and China switching its nuclear
power generators back on, the long-term drivers for
uranium are fairly optimistic.

CHANGING THE NATURE OF
STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUES
With dwindling funding, mining companies need to be
able to balance and respond to the demands of multiple
groups in order to appease stakeholders and maintain
productivity. In these instances, management should
explore the concept of shared value and demonstrate the
interconnectedness of corporate competitiveness and
community prosperity. Aligning goals and company
values with stakeholder concerns can result in increased
funding and cohesiveness within an organization.
Using, for example, social media, companies can
mobilize campaigns, garner attention for important
events and gauge the public’s reaction and feelings
toward various topics. This allows a company to be one
step ahead of a potential crisis while also demonstrating its dedication to the community and its residents.
In the face of uncompromising anti-mining opinions potentially held by the public, Deloitte and
Hopwood recommend companies responsibly walk
away from projects that cannot deliver a solid business
benefit.
Photo: Saskatchewan Mining Association
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Advanced
Roofing
Solutions
for the mining industry
for over 35 years

Over 100 Years of Building Saskatchewan

FREE ESTIMATES
North Corman Industrial Park
Box 26034 Saskatoon SK S7K 8C1

306-931-4422
FAX: 306-931-8885

GMR
ELECTRIC MOTORS LTD
The largest and best-equipped electrical apparatus repair shop in Saskatchewan
GMR Electric Motors Ltd., Saskatoon, SK was established (1979) as a 100% locally owned and operated company, whose purpose
was to provide Saskatchewan with complete repair facilities for a wider range of electric motors, pumps and generators
Since that time, we’ve grown to run offices in Saskatoon, Estevan and Regina and become the most trusted repair, rewind, testing and
service shop for both local business and many of the largest corporate entities that operate in Saskatchewan today.
Main Office, #817 – 46th Street East, Saskatoon, SK S7K 0X2
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ALTERNATIVE FINANCING
Companies have turned to a range of
alternative financing vehicles, including
offtake-related financings and royalty
structures, such as streaming. Yet, these
solutions create concerns of their own.
For instance, miners that enter streaming
agreements essentially sell their
production forward at a discount to
current commodity prices – and are on the
hook for as many years as it takes them to
deliver those production targets.

Source: Tracking the Trends 2016, Deloitte

CAPITAL CRISIS
Unfortunately, it seems that the trend of capital flight
from the mining sector is poised to continue. Companies
will have to establish creative and innovative ways to
acquire funding in order to survive the economic cycle.
Examples include finding alternative partners to fund
mine projects. Collaboration with juniors to pool
resources and reduce individual administration costs is
another way companies can stretch their capital.
Creative solutions to the current capital crisis could
include commercializing dormant assets, converting
land to alternate uses, renting out equipment or subleasing office space. “The issue is, people have to be
more innovative for how they are going to get their
financing because the traditional financing isn’t really
available anymore,” says Hopwood. “But there is a role
here for government.”
Hopwood says that although each province has an
organization dedicated to innovation, there is more that
can be done to encourage collaboration among miners
and improve innovation. “It’s not a handout, but there
is a role there for government to help,” explains
Hopwood. “For example, mining is one of the biggest
employers of aboriginal workers in Canada. It performs
an incredibly important role and I think right now, in
order to continue fulfilling that role, the industry needs
and deserves the attention of the government.”

CONCLUSION
Despite what appears to be difficult times, Hopwood
suggests miners and stakeholders should not push the
panic button just yet. “The market is a lot tougher right
now than it was a few years ago,” says Hopwood. “We
are seeing issues in terms of commodity prices, but one
has to remember that it is a cycle.”
As the industry rides out the wave of low commodity
prices and receding financing, a focus on finding innovative solutions in the meantime is imperative. Looking
to seemingly unconnected businesses and thinking creatively about how to capitalize wherever possible will
help organizations to survive. With a commitment to
collaboration and a willingness not to operate out of fear,
companies can buck the trends and overcome challenges.
“The laws of supply and demand inevitably come
into correction,” says Hopwood. “The issue is finding
the balance.” The future promises to be changed as we
see stakeholder demands reforming, global energy
resources shifting and public perception changing. In
order to emerge in position for growth, miners need to
accept that the easy solutions have already been tried –
the simple answer already rejected. It’s time the industry looked to new approaches, cross-industry collaborations and bold ideas.
“In this sector we are long-term optimists. There is
value here and people have to remember that.” n
Saskatchewan Mining Journal
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CGIS has a
commitment to understanding
the application and ensuring that
our customers always get the right
valve. We take the time to really
understand where the valves are
being installed and what it
needs to do, well before a
dollar is spent.
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by Cassi Smith

What does 2016 look like for the mining industry?
Where will we see changes?

The mining sector in Saskatchewan should be relatively
stable in 2016 compared to 2015 when companies were
focused on controlling capital and operating costs to stay
globally competitive. 2016 may herald in a year of global
mergers and acquisitions as companies that were able to
maintain strong balance sheets are in a position to acquire
companies with good assets, but insufficient capital. All
companies will continue to operate as cost-effectively as
possible to ride out this low commodity price cycle.
In Saskatchewan, mining companies have invested significant capital expenditures in expanding their brownfield quality assets as well as new greenfield sites. As most
expansions have, or are in the process of winding down,
the industry is moving to a reduced level of maintenancesustaining capital expenditures.
While uranium production will continue to ramp up
in 2016, primarily from Cameco’s Cigar Lake uranium
mine, potash production will remain fairly stable to 2015
levels, as producers balance supply with demand projections. As we saw in the 4Q 2015, potash production
decreases translated into workforce reductions.
What was the largest obstacle the industry faced in 2015
and how did we combat it?

The most significant obstacle was the continued slide of
all commodity prices. This put pressure on companies
to reduce their operational costs and defer capital expenditures.
What commodity saw the highest increase in 2015?

Pamela Schwann
Executive Director, Saskatchewan Mining Association

Both uranium and gold had solid production increases in
Photo: Saskatchewan Mining Association
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Saskatchewan is poised to increase
its Canadian and global mining
leadership in both potash and
uranium production.
2015, with Claude Resources’ Seabee
mine producing over 70,000 oz Au, a
record amount for that site. With
Cameco’s Cigar Lake mine starting commercial production of uranium in May,
and processing of ore at AREVA’s JEB
mill, 2015 was also an exceptionally
strong year for uranium production in
the province.
What commodity saw the largest
decrease in 2015?

Both potash and coal had lower productions in 2015 – the former a result of
low commodity prices and decreased
demand, while coal production, used in
Saskatchewan’s power generation was
offset by hydro and natural gas power
generation.
What factor outside the industry will
play the largest role in mining this year?

also be a positive factor for production
from Mosaic’s Belle Plaine solution mine
facility.
Cameco’s McArthur River Mine
continues to be the world’s largest, highgrade uranium mine, producing roughly
18 M lbs of U308 last year, and is
expected to produce similar amounts in
2016. The Cigar Lake Mine, now the
world’s second-largest high-grade uranium mine, with ore processed at the
JEB mill, is forecast to produce 16 M lbs
in 2016. The Eagle Point/Rabbit Lake
mine, now in its 40th year of production
will likely continue to contribute its consistent 4 M lbs. As the world moves to a
low-carbon economy, nuclear energy
derived from Saskatchewan uranium
will be a significant contributor to lowering GHG emissions and providing a
clean energy source.
Claude Resources’ Seabee Mine was
the only gold-producing mine in
Saskatchewan, with record production of
over 70,000 oz. Westmoreland Coal
Company continues to be the sole
provider of lignite coal to SaskPower
from its Estevan and Poplar river mines.

There are many diverse factors – from the
slowing economic growth in China to the
low Canadian/high US dollar and the effect
that the climate change policies and the
discussion of moving to a low-carbon
economy will have on mine site operations.
The social license for companies to
operate will continue to be an important Where does Saskatchewan currently
stand in the global mining market?
factor.
Saskatchewan is poised to increase its
What were our largest producing mines
Canadian and global mining leadership
in 2015 and how will they fare in 2016?
in both potash and uranium production.
The largest producing potash mines are While commodity prices for both potash
Mosaic Esterhazy mines and PotashCorp’s and uranium have decreased, these comRocanville Mine. At Rocanville, the new modities have not been as significantly
Scissors Creek headframe became opera- impacted as other commodities mined in
tional in the 4Q and this will lead to Canada such as thermal and metallurgiincreased, low-cost production from this cal coal, copper, zinc nickel and gold.
site as travel times for crews to and from
In potash, most of the brownfield capthe mining faces is significantly reduced. ital expansions initiated by current proContinued low natural gas prices should ducers PotashCorp, Mosaic and Agrium

are close to completion. Additionally, K+S
Potash Canada’s Legacy mine will be the
first new potash mine in production in
2017. The low potash prices have affected
other potash projects schedules, including
BHP’s Jansen and Vale’s Kronau projects,
although Western Potash continues to
move forward with a proposed solution
mining pilot project and Yancoal Southey
Potash Project continues to progress
through regulatory approval stages.
With the onset of commercial production from the Cigar Lake uranium
mine, Saskatchewan mines will start to
recapture some of the share of global uranium production that it lost to the in-situ
uranium production from other parts of
the world. As all of the coal mined in the
province is used domestically to provide
thermal power, the reduced coal prices
won’t be a factor in Saskatchewan coal
production, and although Claude
Resources is operating the only goldproducing mine in Saskatchewan, its
record production in 2015 bodes well
heading into 2016.
Anything else you would like to mention?

In developed countries, society has
become increasingly removed from recognizing how our current lifestyle was
generated, whether it be products derived
from mining – or food on the table.
Communicating how mining in
Saskatchewan benefits the quality of life
for all residents in the province and, as we
export most of our mined products to the
world, will continue to be important in
obtaining the social license to operate. To
gain this trust, the mining industry must
continue to operate in an environmentally-responsible manner with strong
safety performance. n
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UPCOMING EVENTS
N OT E W O R T H Y

N E W S

A N D

M I N I N G

POTASHCORP’S CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT

David Delaney, who took on the role of chief operating officer
in 2010, announced he will be retiring from his position on
January 31, 2016. During his time with the company, Delaney
saw PotashCorp through the finalization of the biggest expansion in its history.
GUNNAR MINE CLEANUP TO BEGIN

The Saskatchewan Research Council announced part of its
$268 billion plan to clean up the tailings at Gunnar Uranium
Mine has been approved. The mine, located 800 km north of
Saskatoon, was abandoned in 1964 leaving 4.4 million tonnes
of radioactive tailings behind. SRC’s cleanup project is
expected to begin this summer.
8TH ANNUAL MINING SUPPLY CHAIN FORUM:
APRIL 12 AND 13, 2016

The annual conference, held at Prairieland Park, brings mining
project and procurement people together with manufacturing
and related service companies to discuss opportunities in the
mining supply chain.
SASKATCHEWAN MINING ASSOCIATION
ENVIRONMENTAL FORUM: OCTOBER 18, 2016

Featuring high-quality technical papers on a wide range of
topics, SMA’s Environmental Forum focuses on discussing
important environmental issues facing the mining industry.
Topics include: mine waste management, tailings, energy
resource management, biodiversity, wildlife management, climate change, decommissioning and reclamation, corporate
social responsibility and more.
MINE SAFETY SUMMIT: FEBRUARY 11, 2016

This year’s summit focuses on “Technical Aspects of Mine
Safety” at the Radisson Hotel in Saskatoon. Presentations by
SMA member companies will touch on topics such as structural integrity, electrical incidents, fires and best practises in
safety management systems.
SIMSA’S ABORIGINAL AWARENESS SEMINAR:
MARCH 2, 2016

This year, PotashCorp offers Saskatchewan Industrial &
Mining Suppliers Association Inc. (SIMSA) members an
Aboriginal Awareness Seminar in order to provide resources

I N D U S T R Y

E V E N T S

I N

2016

and information regarding engaging indigenous businesses
and employees in Saskatchewan. The half-day seminar located
at Wanuskewin Heritage Park addresses today’s reality for First
Nations and Metis people in the business world.
CIGAR LAKE TO PRODUCE 16 MILLION
PACKAGED POUNDS IN 2016

Cameco has announced that Cigar Lake is expected to produce 16 million pounds of uranium concentrate in 2016.
McClean Lake mill’s operating license currently holds an
annual production limit of 13 million pounds. AREVA plans
to submit an application to the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission to increase the mill’s licensed annual production
limit to account for Cigar Lake’s anticipated production.
CAMECO AND POTASHCORP MAKE CANADA’S
TOP EMPLOYERS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

Cameco with 3,030 employees and PotashCorp with 2,788
employees have both made the list of Canada’s Top Employers
for Young People. Cameco was recognized for its North
American Young Generation in Nuclear chapter – a group that
offers development opportunities for young professionals in
nuclear science and technology. PotashCorp was honoured for
creating two-year engineer-in-training and geologist-in-training programs for young employees.
DENISON MINES CORP’S URANIUM EXPLORATION
AT ATHABASCA BASIN UNDERWAY

Exploration drilling in Northern Saskatchewan’s bountiful
Athabasca Basin was scheduled to begin January 12, 2016.
Denison Mines released its financial plan for the upcoming
year, which includes Canadian exploration and evaluation
expenditures of approximately $16.9 million and revenue
from McClean Lake operations and uranium sales of
$7.1 million.
K+S LEGACY PROJECT COMMISSIONING
TARGETED FOR SUMMER 2016

The first new greenfield potash mine to be built in
Saskatchewan in almost 40 years is scheduled to begin
commissioning this summer. The project, located near
Bethune and Findlater, Saskatchewan, will make K+S the only
potash producer to have production sites on two continents.
A production capacity of two million tonnes is expected to be
reached by the end of 2017. n
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Laird Island deposit
Nesbit Lake prospect
Arty Lake deposit
Pitch-ore mine (closed)
Beta Gamma mine (closed)
Eldorado HAB mine (closed) and Baska prospect
Eldorado Eagle mine (closed) and ABC deposit
National Explorations and Eldorado Dubyna mines
(closed) and Strike deposit
Eldorado Verna, Ace-Fay, Nesbitt Labine (Eagle-Ace)
and Beaverlodge mines and Bolger Open Pit (closed)
Martin Lake mine (closed)
Rix-Athabasca, Smitty, Leonard, Cinch Lake and
Cayzor Athabasca mines (closed); St. Michael prospect
Lorado mine (closed)
Black Bay/Murmac Bay mine (closed)
Consolidated Nicholson Bay and Fish Hook Bay
mines (closed)
Gulch mine (closed)
Gunnar mine (closed)
Stewart Island prospect
Maurice Bay deposit
VIC Claims prospect
Matthews Lake prospect
Fond-du-Lac deposit
Charlebois Lake and David deposits
Mozzie Lake deposit
Row, West Row and ART prospects
Higginson Lake and Corrigan Lake prospects
Paisley Lake prospect
Nisto mine (closed)
Cluff Lake mine (closed) – D, Dominique-Peter,
Claude and Dominique-Janine (North, EX OP,
UG and EX Pods) deposits
Shea Creek – Anne, Kianna and Colette deposits
Midwest mine – Midwest and Midwest A deposits
(not producing) (AREVA Resources Canada Inc.,
69.16%; Denison Mines Inc., 25.17%; OURD
(Canada) Co. Ltd., 5.67%)
Roughrider and J Zone deposits
Dawn Lake deposit
McClean Lake mine – JEB, Sue A, B, C and E
deposits (mined out); McClean, Caribou, Sue D
(AREVA Resources Canada Inc., 70%; Denison
Mines Inc., 22.5%; OURD (Canada) Co. Ltd. 7.5%)
Tamarack deposit
Eagle Point mine (Cameco Corp.)
Collins Bay 'A' and 'B' Zone deposits (mined out)
Rabbit Lake mine (mined out); mill processing Eagle
Point mine ore
Horseshoe and Raven deposits
La Rocque Lake deposit
Paul Bay Ore Shoot deposit
Cigar Lake mine (Cameco Corp., 50.025%; AREVA
Resources Canada Inc., 37.1%; Idemitsu Uranium
Exploration Canada Ltd., 7.875%; TEPCO
Resources Inc., 5%)

URANIUM

KEY TO NUMBERED
MINERAL DEPOSITS*

Although the Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy has exercised all reasonable care in the compilation, interpretation, and production of this map, it is not possible to ensure total accuracy,
and all persons who rely on the information contained herein do so at their own risk. The Ministry of the Economy and the Government of Saskatchewan do not accept liability for any errors,
omissions, or inaccuracies that may be included in, or derived from, this map.

This map is available from: Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy, Publications Office, 3rd Floor, 2101 Scarth Street, Regina, SK Canada
E-mail: publications@economy.gov.sk.ca Internet download: www.economy.gov.sk.ca/resourcemap
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POTASH AND SALT

Past, present, and test producing mines
Developed prospect with or without calculated reserves/
resources – numerous drilling delineated mineralized
intersections (not 43-101 compliant in all cases)
Prospect: Minumum of three drilling delineated mineralized intersections

Vanscoy potash mine (Agrium Inc.) and salt plant
(NSC Minerals)
Cory Division potash mine (PotashCorp) (by-product
CaCl2 brine)
Patience Lake Division potash solution mine
(PotashCorp)
Allan Division potash mine (PotashCorp)
Colonsay potash mine (The Mosaic Company)
Lanigan Division potash mine (PotashCorp)
Esterhazy K-1 and K-2 potash mines (The Mosaic
Company) and salt plant (Compass Minerals)
Rocanville Division potash mine (PotashCorp) and
salt plant (NSC Minerals)
Belle Plaine potash solution mine (The Mosaic
Company) and fine salt plant (processes waste salt
from potash mine) (Canadian Salt Co. Ltd.)
Unity solution salt mine and plant (Compass Minerals)
Saskatoon chloride-based chemical plant
(ERCO Worldwide)
Jansen project
Young project
M & J project
Wynyard project
Legacy project
Milestone project
Kronau project
Sedley project
Melville project
Muskowekwan project
Foam Lake project
…continued on page 29
Southey project

Deposit:
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12.
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3.
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42. Wolf Lake and Sand Lake deposits
43. West Bear deposit
44. McArthur River mine – McArthur River deposit
(Cameco Corp., 69.805%; AREVA Resources Canada Inc., 30.195%)
45. McArthur River – BJ Zone deposit
46. Key Lake mine – Gaertner and Deilmann deposits
(mined out); mill (Cameco Corp., 83.333%; AREVA
Resources Canada Inc., 16.667%) processing
McArthur River mine ore
47. Moore Lake – Maverick deposit; 525 and 527
prospects
48. Millennium deposit
49. Centennial deposit
50. Patterson Lake South deposit
51. Arrow deposit
52. Black Lake prospect
53. Phoenix deposit
54. Gryphon prospect
55. Mann Lake prospect
56. Harrigan Zone prospect
57. Burbidge Lake (BURR) prospect
58. Duddridge Lake (Thor) deposit

In five billion years mankind will be forgotten as a
frozen, lifeless earth revolves around a burnt-out sun.
We still recommend finishing
that shareholders’ agreement
you’ve been putting off.
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Law For This Century

Mineral Resource Map
of Saskatchewan
Continued from pages 26-27
COPPER-NICKEL-(PGE)
AND COPPER-COBALT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Dianne Lake deposit
Dinty Lake deposit
Cole Lake prospect
Currie Lake deposit and Pine Channel prospect
Axis Lake and Rea Lake deposits
Dumas Lake deposit
Rottenstone mine (closed)
Gochager Lake deposit
Mal Lake prospect
Triangle Lake deposit
Nemeiben Lake (Dunlop) deposit
Howard (Little Clam) Lake deposit
Swan Lake prospect
Hidden Lake deposit
Namew Lake mine (closed) (in Manitoba)

LEAD-ZINC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Johnson Lake (Marina) prospect
George (Brakewell) Lake deposit
Deception Lake prospect
Sito Lake deposit
Fable Lake deposit
Western Nuclear mine (closed)

1.

Box mine (closed), Athona deposit and
Frontier Adit prospect
ELA prospect
Pine Channel prospects
Nirdac Creek prospect
Ithingo Lake deposit
Twin Zone and Wedge Lake deposits
Golden Heart mine (suspended)
EP and Komis mines (closed)
Corner Lake deposit
Tower East and Memorial deposits
Birch Crossing deposits
Jojay deposit
Star Lake mine (closed)
Jolu and Decade mines (closed)
Jasper mine (closed)
Greywacke deposit
Roy Lloyd mine – Bingo deposit (suspended)
North Lake deposit
Contact Lake mine (closed)
Preview North and South, PAP A, B, and C and
PAP/Preview SW deposits
Sulphide Lake deposit
Anglo-Rouyn tailings
Seabee mine (Claude Resources Inc.)
Porky Main/West deposits
Santoy 8/Santoy Gap mines
(Claude Resources Inc.), Santoy 7 deposit
Brownell Lake occurrences
Manson Bay (Schotts Lake) deposit
Eccles Lake (Dolly) prospect
Graham mine deposit
Robinson Creek deposit
Prince Albert (Monarch) mine (closed)
Laurel Lake (Amisk Gold) deposit
Newcor, Bootleg (Rio), and Henning-Maloney
mines (closed)
McMillan prospect

GOLD
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

COPPER-ZINC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Janice Lake prospect
Jansem prospect
Frog Lake prospect
Reef Lake prospect
Discovery Lake prospect
Brabant Lake PEG/McKenzie deposit
Borys Lake deposit
Elizabeth Lake deposit
Anglo-Rouyn mine (closed)
Pitching Lake deposit
SAD Zone (HBED Zone) deposit
Hook Lake (Gee Lake) deposit
Brownell Lake deposit
Bigstone Lake deposit
Miskat Lake prospect
McIlvenna Bay deposit
McDermott Lake (Balsam Zone) prospect
Ramsay (Quandt/Keputch) deposit
FON and Abbott Lake deposits
Schotts Lake deposit
Otonadah Lake deposit
Knife (Mokoman) Lake deposit
Flin Flon and Callinan mines (closed)
Birch Lake and Flexar mines (closed)
Konuto Lake mine (closed)
Coronation mine (closed)
Grassberry deposit
Archibald Lake deposit

IRON FORMATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fish Hook Bay deposit
Triana deposit
Spence Lake prospect
Nyberg Lake (VH) deposit
Ithingo Lake prospect
Kelsey Lake deposit
Choiceland deposit

1.

Hoidas Lake – Nisikkatch Lake
(+ uranium and thorium)
Bear Lake (+ uranium and thorium)
Alces Lake (+ uranium and thorium)
Oldman Lake
Archie Lake (+ thorium)
Maw REE Zone
Douglas River
Kulyk Lake (+ uranium and thorium)

RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

KIMBERLITE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sturgeon Lake
Candle Lake
Fort à la Corne kimberlite field
Star Kimberlite
Pikoo

MISCELLANEOUS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Deep Bay graphite
Pasquia Hills oil shale
Bainbridge nodular manganese
Pinehouse limestone
Wolverine Point phosphate
Simonson Lake bitumen resource
Clearwater River bitumen show
Peter Pond Lake bitumen show

SODIUM SULPHATE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Aroma Lake deposit
Whiteshore Lake (Palo) deposit
Lydden Lake deposit
Muskiki Lake deposit
Berry Lake deposit
Little Manitou Lake deposit
Bitter Lake deposit
Ingebrigt Lake plant (closed)
Vincent Lake deposit
Snakehole Lake plant (closed)
Verlo East deposit
Ceylon Lake (Salt Lake) deposit
Chaplin Lake plant (Sask. Minerals)
Frederick Lake (Bishopric) plant (closed)
Horseshoe (Shoe) Lake plant (closed)
Sybouts East (East Coteau Lake) plant (closed)

1.
2.

Alsask Lake plant (closed)
Big Quill Lake plant (Compass Minerals)

1.

Beechy plant (Touchwood Resources)

1.

Saskatoon clay quarry and plant
(Cindercrete Products Ltd.)
Ravenscrag clay quarry (brick) (I-XL Industries Ltd.)
PR-1 and PR-3 clay deposits (stoneware)
Eastend clay deposit
Frenchman clay prospect
Wood Mountain – Fir Mountain kaolin prospect
Flintoft clay pit (refractory and ball clay) (closed)
Gollier Creek kaolin quarry
Rockglen clay pit (brick clay)
St. Victor bentonite deposit (swelling bentonite)
Readlyn ball clay deposit and Willows clay pit
(refractory and ball clay)
A.P. Green Claybank brick plant (closed)
Truax bentonite quarry (Canadian Clay Products Inc.)
Wilcox bentonite plant (Canadian Clay Products Inc.)
Willow Bunch clinker quarry (Colored Shale
Products Inc.)

POTASSIUM SULPHATE

MAGNESIUM SULPHATE
CLAY RESOURCES
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

COAL AND PEAT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lac La Ronge lignite (sub-bituminous) deposit
Carrot River peat moss mine (Premier Tech Horticulture)
Carrot River peat moss plant (Premier Tech Horticulture)
Hudson Bay area coal deposits
Poplar River coal mine (Westmoreland Coal Company)
Estevan coal mine (Westmoreland Coal Company)

1.

Neyrink Lake black and grey granite (diorite)
building stone
Sahli green granite building stone
Deschambault marble (dolomite) quarry
(Graham Construction)
Mystic Lake "Verde Antique" marble
(veined amphibolite) building stone
McNally Lake buckskin marble (dolomite)
building stone
Amisk Lake red marble (dolomite) building stone
Waskwei River cement rock deposit
Hudson Bay cement rock deposit

BUILDING MATERIALS
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

SILICA SAND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bow River silica sand deposit
Nipekamew River silica sand deposit
Wapawekka Lake silica sand deposit
Hanson Lake silica sand quarry
(Preferred Sands Unlimited)
Red Deer River silica sand quarry (Red Deer Silica Inc.)
CanFrac silica sand quarry (CanFrac Sands Ltd.)
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MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER
Honourable Bill Boyd, Minister of the Economy
The past year was an eventful one for the mining industry in
Saskatchewan.
The Saskatchewan Mining Association, which advocates
for responsible and sustainable development of our mineral
resources, marked its 50th anniversary as the industry’s voice
in the province. We continued to see major interest from the
industry in the form of new mines and expansions to existing
mines. Work by Mosaic, PotashCorp and Agrium to increase
production capacity by 90 per cent continues to strengthen
our potash sector, which saw record production in 2015 of
approximately 11.1 million tonnes of potassium oxide. This
was an increase of nearly seven per cent over the previous
record of 10.4 million tonnes set in 2011. The K+S Potash
Legacy mine and the new rail spur near Belle Plaine that will
support it are prime examples of the ongoing impact this
industry has on the Saskatchewan economy. World-class companies like BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto continue to add to this
interest and momentum. Claude Resources posted increased
gold production in 2015 after a record year in 2014.
Saskatchewan is also forecasting record uranium production
of 37 million pounds for 2016 in the wake of the official grand
opening of the Cigar Lake Mine last September. Cigar Lake
is the world’s highest-grade uranium mine – a joint venture
between Cameco, AREVA, Idemitsu Uranium Exploration
Canada Limited and TEPCO Resources. The long-term investment in this project, including the McClean Lake mill, totals
$2.6 billion.
Many communities across Saskatchewan share in the success of this dynamic industry as a result of these investments;
over 30,000 people in Saskatchewan are employed by the mining sector or in secondary industries that provide support to
the sector. As a province, we also benefit from the innovative
ideas and technological advances that drive the success of the
industry. The supply chain that serves the mining industry
provides made-in-Saskatchewan solutions and is considered
one of the best in the world.
Saskatchewan’s advantages in mineral resources are extensive and we benefit as a province from the jobs that are created and the programs we can provide from revenue the
industry generates. However, these resources cannot create
prosperity on their own. It is not enough to be endowed with
the resources the world needs – the world also needs to be able
30
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to access these resources. The companies represented here are
some of the most innovative and competitive businesses in
Saskatchewan, and in many cases, the world. We’ve done our
best to build an operating environment that encourages
healthy competition while reducing barriers to investment and
expansion.
The Fraser Institute’s 2014 Survey of Mining Companies
ranked Saskatchewan’s investment attractiveness for mineral
exploration as second in the world out of 122 jurisdictions
and first within Canada. Notably, it also ranked our geologic
database number one in Canada and number three in the
world. The Saskatchewan Geological Survey has attracted
international attention for its innovative work in 3D geological modeling and mineral deposit studies. This work has
led to technical co-operation agreements with the China
Geological Survey, the Geological Survey of South Australia
and the Beijing Research Institute of Uranium Geology. These
agreements help to enhance technical capacity and provide
important training opportunities for staff while also serving
to raise the international profile of our mineral sector and the
opportunities Saskatchewan has to offer.
Despite a prolonged downturn in mineral commodity
prices, an estimated $238 million was invested in mineral
exploration in Saskatchewan in 2015; an increase of over 10
per cent over 2014. Uranium comprised a significant part of
2015 expenditures and a Natural Resources Canada forecast of
Canadian exploration spending estimates that Saskatchewan
will account for 15.8 per cent of national expenditures. This
places Saskatchewan third overall behind Ontario and British
Columbia. It is expected that exploration expenditures in
the province will remain well above historic levels, with over
$3 billion spent over the past decade.
Our government remains committed to red tape reduction.
The Canadian Federation of Independent Business stated
Saskatchewan is “on the right track” in its 2015 national red
tape report card. The Saskatchewan Plan for Growth is designed
to encourage and sustain steady economic growth and activity
and we fully expect mining to continue to make a significant
contribution to our economic growth for many years.
We are confident that our mineral resource industries and
the people that have made it so successful will continue to keep
Saskatchewan strong and moving forward. n

